
NAME: Catalina Echeverri
COMPANY: Gannett Fleming 
TITLE:  Project Manager

COLLEGE: University of South Florida
DEGREE: Bachelor in Industrial Engineering 
Master in Civil Engineering (Transportation)

Q: How did you select your college major or certification program? 
A: I decided to study Industrial Engineering because of the degree concentration in engineering 
management. I became interested in transportation projects during my years in the undergraduate research 
program. The Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) is located in the USF Tampa campus 
and they had many interesting projects where industrial engineers were involved. I became interested 
in traffic and intelligent transportations systems (ITS) projects. Therefore, I decided to do a master’s 
degree in transportation, while being a graduate research assistant at CUTR with the ITS group. 

Q: What was the biggest influence in your selection of career pathway?
A: The biggest influence was CUTR. This program helped me understand how all engineering majors 
play a role in the future of transportation. 

Q: What attracted you to the transportation industry?
A: I’ve always been fascinated with interchanges and how incredible the highway system is. 

Q: What is your favorite aspect of your job? 
A: I like that we can make a difference on everyone’s’ daily lives and our own. Traffic operations is an exciting 
field to be in right now with all the upcoming connected and automated vehicles technologies and smart 
cities. I enjoy participating in the discussions of how technology can change the world that we live in now. 

Q: How do you/your company make a positive impact on society/our community? 
A: We are encouraged by the company to give back and part of that is through charities. 
Some of the regional offices organize volunteer days. We always try to get involved 
with the local community donating not only money but also our time.

Q: What’s the most interesting thing you have been able to do in your professional career? 
A: I would say working in the design of a tunnel management system in the Middle East. 
There are only two (2) tunnels in Florida so we don’t really have an opportunity to constantly 
get involved in this type of work. Also, I was working with mechanical, electrical, and 
communication’s engineers. We all contributed in one way or another to this project. 
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Q: What makes you get up each morning excited about your profession? 
A: It feels good to contribute to quality of people’s lives. Traffic is something that we experience 
every day and we are constantly looking for ways improve the transportation system.

Q: If you could go back to high school and select any elective course to take 
that would have better prepared you for the future, what would it be?
A: I would recommend design and programming courses. Engineers have only one 
required course of each and those skills are always helpful after graduation.

Q: What advice would you share with K-12 students that are considering your profession? 
A: Take as many science classes as possible. Most of the engineering majors have a hard 
time and sometimes drop out the first two years of math, physics, and chemistry. After the 
basic classes are done, you can concentrate on the engineering track chosen. 
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NAME: Jason McCartney
COMPANY: Gannett Fleming 
TITLE:  Senior Transportation 

Operations Engineer

COLLEGE: Michigan State University
DEGREE: BS Civil Engineering, BA Spanish

Q: How did you select your college major or certification program? 
A: I chose Civil Engineering because it allowed me to learn about, and eventually become a part of, the profession 
that creates the large scale items, like highways and airports, that I’ve thought are interesting since I was a kid.

Q: What was the biggest influence in your selection of career pathway?
A: I chose to focus on traffic operations because I like the idea of trying to get the most out of our 
current infrastructure before we build more. I also like that it is technology driven, which makes 
it feel much more progressive and modern than many of the topics I studied in school. 

Q: What attracted you to the transportation industry?
A: Transportation has always been a personal interest, and I love the scale of the work that we do. I also 
love to travel, and that has taught me to really appreciate the infrastructure that allows us to do this. I also 
think that the network of infrastructure that moves people and things around the world is fascinating. 

Q: What is your favorite aspect of your job? 
A: Managing the moving parts that have to come 

together to create a functioning system. 

Q: How do you/your company make a positive 
impact on society/our community? 

A: The work that we do helps to improve roadway safety 
and helps people move around the roadway network more 

efficiently. I like to think that we are making a small, 
but positive daily difference on the lives of those who 
commute a lot, whether they notice it or not.
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Q: What’s the most interesting thing you have been 
able to do in your professional career? 
A: I had the opportunity to live in the middle eastern nation of Qatar 
for a full year, where I worked on large scale ITS/Traffic designs 
to help prepare their small country to handle the massive traffic 
demand caused by their booming economy and population.

Q: What makes you get up each morning 
excited about your profession? 
A: Knowing that the projects that I work on 
will be a visible, daily part of many people’s 
lives, even if they often overlook it.

Q: If you could go back to high 
school and select any elective 
course to take that would have better prepared you for the future, what would it be?
A: More writing! I think that most engineers get too focused on math/science, which are 
incredibly important, but are often limited by our communication skills (or lack thereof).

Q: What advice would you share with K-12 students that are considering your profession? 
A: Strive to become a well-rounded student and know that your ability to write and speak well will 
allow you to be more successful at solving the technical problems that you’ll face as an engineer. 
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NAME: Donna Mooney 
COMPANY: Titan Transfer, Inc.  
TITLE: Vice President Human Resources

COLLEGE: Faulkner University
DEGREE: AA Degree

Q: How did you select your college 
major or certification program? 
A: Accounting was my profession for 20 years. 
Relocation forced me to leave my job of 20 
years and either find a new accounting job 
or pursue a new interest (which I did). 

Q: What was the biggest influence in 
your selection of career pathway?
A: Tommy Hodges who is a former ATA Chairman 
and possesses tremendous business knowledge.

Q: What attracted you to the 
transportation industry?
A: Transportation is a very interesting industry 
and truly “keeps America moving”.  

Q: What is your favorite aspect of your job? 
A: Helping others every day. 

Q: How do you/your company make a positive 
impact on society/our community? 
A: We continually donate money and time to our 
community. We like to pay forward our success.

Q: What’s the most interesting thing you have 
been able to do in your professional career? 
A: Watch a Company grow from 70 
employees to 700 employees in a very short 
amount of time (approx. 9 years).

Q: What makes you get up each morning 
excited about your profession? 
A: It makes me happy to make a difference in people’s 
lives. I’m also blessed to work in an environment where 
you are appreciated for your hard work each day.

Q: If you could go back to high school and select 
any elective course to take that would have better 
prepared you for the future, what would it be?
A: Advanced computer courses.

Q: What advice would you share with K-12 
students that are considering your profession? 
A: The transportation industry is a vital profession 
where there is “excitement” every day—and 
you can be assured that you are helping make 
a difference in American lives. Be ready to 
prepare for a fast-paced working environment 
where it takes ALL departments (recruiting, 
safety, operations, customer service, etc.) 
working together to ensure that America has 
food, clothing and all other necessities in life.

Truck drivers are in very high demand and can basically 
leave a job one day and start a new job driving for 
a different company the next. Drivers make very 
good money if they are willing to work hard. There is 
tremendous stability if one chooses to drive a truck 
as a profession. At Titan Transfer, ALL employees are 
treated with dignity and respect and it is our goal for 
every employee to retire from the company.
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NAME: Chris Jones
COMPANY: Titan Transfer, Inc.  
TITLE: Recruiter
TRAINING ORGANIZATION: US Army

DEGREE/CERTIFICATION: I do not have a degree. 
I do have several certifications from training in risk 
management, and safety that I have acquired over the 
16 years I have been in the transportation industry.

Q: How did you select your college major or 
certification program? 
A: I chose at an early age to join the military. I started my 
military training when I was 17. I believe it is what has given 
me the drive to push forward to help our team succeed in a 
tough industry. 

Q: What was the biggest influence in your selection 
of career pathway?
A: My greatest influence was encouragement from team 
leaders and members that I had the opportunity to work with 
over the past many years. I was able to join an operations 
team as a dispatcher and took it. I thought it would help 
advance my career path, and it did just that. Over the course 
of my career, I have taken several other opportunities and 
been fortunate enough to work in several different facets of 
the industry. I have been a dispatcher, operations manager, 
fleet manager, maintenance manager, director of safety and 
risk management, recruiter, and management team trainer.

Q: What attracted you to the transportation 
industry?
A: I had a strong interest in travel. I started in transportation 
as a driver and was able to travel to almost every state.  

Q: What is your favorite aspect of your job? 
A: I like being able to network with others in our industry 
to improve transportation. There is an amazing amount of 
freight moved daily in the United States. The ability to work 
with groups to insure that freight keeps moving to provide 
everyone with the medicine, clothes, food, and other goods 
they need really keeps me motivated.

Q: How do you/your company make a positive impact 
on society/our community? 
A: I am an active volunteer for the Mid-South Red Cross 
and Titan allows me time to help them and others in our 
community. Titan Transfer also donates time and money to 
several other organizations.

Q: What’s the most interesting thing you have been 
able to do in your professional career? 
A: The most interesting thing has been the ability to see 
almost every state and meeting so many different people 
along the way. When I did this, I had a realization of diversity 
in culture across our country. This has helped me connect 
with others throughout my career.

Q: What makes you get up each morning excited 
about your profession? 
A: I enjoy being able to make an impact on something that is 
larger than me. I enjoy knowing I am will never be in a dead 
end job because transportation is ever evolving.

Q: If you could go back to high school and select 
any elective course to take that would have better 
prepared you for the future, what would it be?
A: Any class that allows networking, team building, and 
project management.

Q: What advice would you share with K-12 students 
that are considering your profession? 
A: Find a mentor. There are so many jobs available in 
transportation. Find an aspect of the industry that catches 
your eye and talk to someone in that field.
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